Okay, zoologist. a common concern • If attention is a way to focus processing on a subset of the input, why should machine vision scientists care? • We can just throw more hardware at the problem. Uneven retinal sampling = compression code?
• "relative entropy … is the maximum compression possible ... One minus the relative entropy is the redundancy."
-C. Shannon, The Mathematical Theory of Communication, 1948. the information relevant to the animal is represented more efficiently by uneven sampling Why should we compress some visual information?
• Higher spatial acuity in some areas means potentially better decision making on subsets of the input which are important behaviorally
• No matter how much hardware you have, it's probably better to focus it (as naturally selected in Animalia), because it gives you a better system without additional mechanical cost
• Can we quantify this?
Unpacking this in a restricted case: the advantage of spatial attention for object detection Disclaimer: attention
• Definition: Preferential allocation of more processing resources to some sensory input (e.g., more processors, more firing, more neurons, etc.).
Begin with a toy experiment
Results Recall = fraction of targets detected Precision = fraction of detections which are targets
As more "fixation windows" are processed, precision decreases since the false positive rate remains constant, while windows are increasingly unlikely to be targets. Argues for processing only most important areas of the scene.
The catch
• So you make more mistakes if you process unlikely target locations in the exact same fashion as you process likely target locations.
• But -what if you bias detectors, i.e. reflect this reduced likelihood of being a target via modulation by the prior. Then what?
• Yes, in that case it's better to process the whole scene.
But what if you can make more accurate detections when you make fewer of them?
• This just reflects a conversation of computational resources: you can either make more, less accurate detections, or fewer, more accurate ones. • Then, it again becomes better to process the most likely locations. • How? It gets messy.
Note
• We will not talk about -How image locations are prioritized (including whether the prioritization is due to bottom-up or top-down effects) -How visual processing is carried out exactly • We will only examine logical conclusions of such a model.
